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Chapter 1481: So you’re in Yuezhou (1) 

 

Zhuang Yan was a little embarrassed as he smiled and said,”Brother Xia, you’ve asked the wrong person. 

I’m usually a homebody. I haven’t even been to many places in Tanzhou city.” 

“No way! Aren’t you a native of tan Zhou?” Xia ruofei asked with a smile. 

“She doesn’t like to go out and walk. She likes to stay at home to read books and surf the internet.” 

Zhuang Yan said as he scratched his head. 

Xia ruofei asked without changing his expression,”aren’t you working at the cultural relics Bureau?” 

Don’t you usually go out to do archaeology work?” 

Xia ruofei knew that the ancient tomb was not within tan Zhou. If it was in tan Zhou, the tan Zhou 

cultural relic Bureau would have participated in the investigation. That way, Song Wei would not have 

met Xu Yuan Yuan only now. 

However, he just wanted to get some information from Zhuang Yan. Anyway, he didn’t know how long 

the two women would be talking for! He was idle anyway. 

Zhuang Yan smiled honestly and said,”occasionally, there will be field archeological activities, mainly 

when some ancient tombs are excavated during construction. In this case, we need to carry out rescue 

excavations. In addition to this situation, some tombs have been opened by tomb robbers. We also need 

to investigate and excavate. Otherwise, for the sake of protection, we will not take the initiative to 

excavate ancient tombs.” 

Xia ruofei nodded.”I understand. I heard that the Mausoleum of Qin Shi Huang in Shaanxi was filled back 

with soil!” 

“Yup! The best way to preserve cultural relics is to seal them in tombs. ” When it came to professional 

things, Zhuang Yan would not be so stingy with his words.”As long as it is excavated and exposed to 

oxygen, no matter how good the protective measures are, it will be damaged. The Qin Emperor’s 

mausoleum that you mentioned earlier, the terracotta soldiers inside are actually all colored. It’s just 

that the moment they come into contact with oxygen, the paint on the surface is oxidized within a few 

minutes, resulting in their current appearance ...” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded.””You guys are quite professional in this line of work.” 

“There are specializations in every field, and it’s actually just that.” Zhuang Yan said humbly,”actually, 

it’s quite boring in our line of work. Don’t you see that Yuanyuan has only been working for more than 

half a year and she’s already thinking about taking the postgraduate entrance examination? I’m just 

wasting my time in the unit!” 

“I don’t think so! I find it quite interesting to hear you talk about this. ” Xia ruofei smiled and 

said,”Zhuang Yan, tell me about some interesting things that happened at work!” 



Seeing Xia ruofei’s enthusiasm, Zhuang Yan could only rack his brain to think about what “interesting 

things” they had in their work. However, their work was quite boring and there was nothing to talk 

about. 

After thinking for a while, Zhuang Yan smiled and said,””Brother Xia, last year, there was an exciting 

event in the xiangnan cultural relics system. However, it was not in Tanzhou city and I was not involved 

in it. I only heard about it from others.” 

Xia ruofei’s eyes brightened. He asked calmly,””Oh? Tell me about it!” 

Zhuang Yan said,”an ancient tomb was found in Yuezhou at that time. The experts speculated that it 

should be from the Ming Dynasty. It was also opened by tomb raiders. After it was discovered by the 

villagers, they reported it to the higher levels. Later, it was discovered that the scale of the tomb was 

very large. The National cultural relics Department, Historical Museum, and the archeology Department 

of Capital University formed a joint inspection team to prepare for a rescue excavation of the tomb ...” 

Zhuang Yan paused for a while, took a puff of his cigarette, and continued,””In the process of excavating 

the ancient tomb, something happened ...” 

Xia ruofei was overjoyed. Song Wei had been unwilling to tell him the exact location of the tomb. Now 

that he had found out about it, he had narrowed down the scope to Yuezhou city. 

“Could it be that the mummies in the ancient tomb have been resurrected?” Xia ruofei joked. 

“No, I didn ‘t,” Zhuang Yan said,”but it was also a very serious accident. I heard that several 

archeologists who entered the tomb at that time felt dizzy and nauseated. They quickly ended the 

operation, but it was too late. I don’t know what’s in the tomb, but I heard that a few archeologists died 

of illness one after another ...” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh secretly. Zhuang Yan had indeed only heard rumors. Most of the 

information was not accurate. For example, one of the archeologists, Song Wei, was still alive and had 

just met them. 

“Then ... What about the ancient tomb? How is it now?” Xia ruofei asked. 

“I heard that the experts suspect that there is unknown poison in the ancient tomb, and they have not 

found an effective treatment for it yet.” Zhuang Yan said,”in order to prevent the spread of the poison 

and cause a large – scale epidemic, the Yuezhou government immediately filled back the ancient tomb 

and even sent someone to guard it.” 

Xia ruofei could not help but frown. It seemed like it would take some effort to enter the tomb! 

Especially when he had Song Wei with him. 

After Xia ruofei heard the news, he didn’t continue to talk about this topic. He didn’t want to arouse 

Zhuang Yan’s suspicion and he didn’t want people to link them to the tomb in xiangnan. 

Zhuang Yan naturally didn’t suspect him. To him, this was just a topic of conversation after a meal. 

At 10 pm, Yuan Yuan, accompanied by Song Wei, finally arrived at Xia ruofei’s room. She had asked 

Zhuang Yan to go home with her. 



Xu Yuanyuan blinked at Xia ruofei and said,””We won’t be staying here to be the third wheel, but ... This 

room will be empty tonight, right?” 
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Song Wei’s face turned red as she said,”you’re such a Blabbermouth!” Why aren’t you leaving?” 

Xu Yuan Yuan laughed and said,”I know!” It seemed that Wei Wei couldn’t wait! Zhuang Yan, let’s go! 

Don’t be an eyesore ...” 

Then, Xu Yuanyuan really pulled Zhuang Yan and left quickly. She insisted that Xia ruofei and Song Wei 

did not come down to see her off. 

After the two of them left, the atmosphere in Xia ruofei’s room became a little ambiguous, especially 

after Xu Yuanyuan’s joke. 

Song Wei blushed and said in a low voice,””I ... I’ll go back to my room first!” 

“Oh ...” Xia ruofei also felt a little embarrassed.”Rest early ...” 

“En!” Song Wei said. 

Although she knew that Xia ruofei would not be so ridiculous as to let her stay the night, she could not 

help but feel a little disappointed. 

When they reached the door, Song Wei turned around and said,””By the way, Yuanyuan said that she 

would take us around Tanzhou tomorrow. Let’s postpone it for a day!” 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Xia ruofei also knew that Song Wei and Xu Yuanyuan had not seen each other for a long time. Moreover, 

they had announced to the public that they were here for a tour in xiangnan. Since Xu Yuanyuan offered 

to bring them to tour Tanzhou, it was naturally not good to reject. Otherwise, it would seem 

unreasonable. 

“Yuezhou is a convenient place and it’s not far from here!” He added. 

“Yup!” Song Wei said subconsciously. Then, she raised her head and looked at Xia ruofei.”How ... How 

did you know?” 

Xia ruofei laughed.”I’m good at divination. Don’t think that I don’t know anything if you don’t tell me!” 

Song Wei was not in a hurry to leave. She looked at Xia ruofei and asked,””Since you know the place, 

you won’t leave me behind and run over there alone, right?” 

“How could that be!” Xia ruofei said,”my words carry enormous weight!” 

“Why do I not believe it?” Song Wei said,”if you leave me here and go to Yuezhou, who can I talk to?” 



“Can’t there be some trust between people?” Xia ruofei smiled bitterly. 

“We can ‘t!” Song Wei said with a smile. 

“Then what do we do?” Xia ruofei spread his hands and said,”my legs are mine. You can’t stop me if I 

really want to leave!” 

“Why don’t I stay here tonight and watch over you? let’s see how you can escape!” Song Wei laughed. 

Xia ruofei was shocked and quickly said,””Stop joking! Let me tell you the truth! Actually, I was just 

trying to get some information out of Zhuang Yan. Isn’t he also from the cultural relics system? It’s not a 

secret in the cultural relic system of Hunan Province ...” 

“You’re so sinister!” Song Wei said coquettishly,”you even lied to an honest man like Zhuang Yan ...” 

“I didn’t lie to him! We’re really just having a chat!” Xia ruofei said,”and I know my limits. I didn’t get to 

the bottom of it. I only know that the ancient tomb is in Yuezhou. I don’t know anything else! So you can 

rest in peace. Without you as a guide, I can’t even move a single step!” 

“Really?” Song Wei asked. 

“I swear to the heavens ...” Xia ruofei raised his hand, but then realized that they were indoors, so he 

changed his words.”I swear to the lights!” 

“Alright! Then I’ll believe you for once!” Song Wei said,”don’t lie to me! Otherwise, I’ll never forgive 

you!” 

Xia ruofei smiled bitterly. Why did his words sound so ambiguous? 

Song Wei did not notice anything wrong. After she warned Xia ruofei, she returned to her room with a 

smile. 

...... 

The next day, Xu Yuanyuan came to the hotel early and took Xia ruofei and Song Wei on a tour around 

Tanzhou. 

Zhuang Yan didn’t come because he had to go to work. He only showed up for dinner at night. 

As for Xu Yuanyuan, she didn’t need to go to work anymore. Last night, the chief said in person that she 

could stay at home and prepare for the exam. 

The dinner was hosted by Xu Yuanyuan. Firstly, her classmate had come from afar and she had to be a 

good host. Secondly, it was thanks to Xia ruofei’s help that she was able to get into the postgraduate 

entrance examination. Therefore, she was also grateful. 

After dinner, Xu Yuanyuan drove Xia ruofei and Song Wei back to the hotel in the Polo that she had 

bought for her wedding. 

Xu Yuan Yuan wanted to take them to the nearby attractions the next day, but Song Wei didn’t want to 

waste any more time in tan Zhou, so she declined. 



Xu Yuanyuan knew that Song Wei and Xia ruofei had to fly to Tanzhou on their way back. Hence, when 

they bade farewell at the entrance of the hotel, she reminded Song Wei to look for her so that they 

could get together again. 

After another night in the hotel, Xia ruofei and Song Wei finally embarked on their journey to Yuezhou 

the next day. 

The two of them rented an off – Road vehicle to Yuezhou. For safety reasons, Xia ruofei even used a fake 

identity card. All the cars in the taxi rental company had GPS and their tracks were recorded. Xia ruofei 

had to avoid leaving any clues that might lead people to connect him to the tomb. 

Although the possibility of this happening was very low, Xia ruofei would not allow any slip – ups. 

Of course, Song Wei did not know that Xia ruofei had rented a car and drove back to the hotel to pick 

her up. 

Yuezhou was built in 505 B.C., On the shore of Dongting. It was an ancient city with a history of more 

than 2600 years and was only a hundred kilometers away from Tanzhou. 

After more than two hours of driving, the two arrived at Yuezhou city. 

After the car drove out of the toll station, Xia ruofei asked with a smile,””Song Wei, can you tell me the 

exact location now?” 

“I’ve been wondering when you’ll ask me this the whole time, but it seems like you’re pretty 

patient!”Song Wei chuckled. 

Xia ruofei was speechless. He looked at Song Wei innocently. 

“That’s enough!”Song Wei laughed. I’ll set up a navigation system for you, so drive ahead!” 

“Yes, sir!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Soon, Song Wei set the destination on the car navigation system. Xia ruofei took a glance and realized 

that the ancient tomb was located in Hualin County, West of Yuezhou city. It was still tens of kilometers 

away. 

Xia ruofei looked at the time. It was too late to rush to Hualin County for lunch, so he said,””Song Wei, 

let’s have lunch in Yuezhou before we leave!” 

“No problem! I’ll follow your arrangements! I’m only responsible for leading the way!” Song Wei said. 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei said. 

Song Wei had already set up the navigation system. He did not bother to adjust it. He drove straight to 

Yuezhou city according to the signs along the way. They found a restaurant that looked relatively clean 

and had a simple lunch. Then, they got on the car and continued to set off. 

Since they were already very close to their destination, Song Wei naturally would not hide anymore. On 

the way, she introduced the ancient tomb of the Ming Dynasty to Xia ruofei. 



The tomb was located on Mount Yu in the South of Hualin County. It was said that Yu the Great once 

climbed the mountain when he was trying to control the flood. A temple of King Yu was built on the 

mountain, which was also a local scenic spot. 

The ancient tomb was on the other side of the mountain, facing Dongting Lake. It was close to a 

mountain and a River. From a Feng Shui point of view, it should be a good place. 

In addition, Song Wei also explained some of the things that she had learned when she was involved in 

the archeology work. After all, she had been to the tomb and had experienced many things personally. 

After Xia ruofei heard this, he frowned and said,””Song Wei, according to the news I got from Zhuang 

Yan the day before yesterday, the problem now is ... The ancient tomb has been filled back by the local 

government. In order to prevent the poison from leaking out when it’s opened again, there should be 

people guarding it all year round ...” 

“When we left, there were armed police guarding the place.” Song Wei nodded and said,”but it’s been 

more than half a year. The security should not be so tight anymore. However, there are definitely 

guards.” 

“Then, we have to think of a way to enter the tomb ...” Xia ruofei pondered for a moment and 

asked,”Song Wei, can you draw a sketch from your memory? we can study it together!” 
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Song Wei glanced at Xia ruofei and said,”Alright, I’ll try my best to remember! However, I’m not very 

familiar with the terrain here, so I might not be accurate. I hope it will be of help to you!” 

“Song Wei, no matter what the result is, thank you!” Xia ruofei nodded. 

“I’m just curious,”Song Wei said with a smile,” why do you have to go to the tomb again?” Let’s not talk 

about the danger, other than professionals like us, I don’t think anyone would like this kind of eerie 

place, right?” 

Xia ruofei was in a difficult position. He didn’t want to lie to Song Wei, but the matter of the world stone 

was related to the spirit map space. He couldn’t reveal it even to his closest family. 

Seeing Xia ruofei’s reaction, Song Wei immediately smiled and said,””Forget it, forget it! I won’t force 

you if you want to tell me, but you have to promise me that you won’t leave me behind and secretly run 

over. I only have this one request!” 

Xia ruofei nodded without hesitation.””I promise!” 

He felt that with him by her side, Song Wei’s safety should not be a problem. Furthermore, Song Wei 

had already followed him here. If he did not bring her down to the tomb, it would be more dangerous 

for her to barge in on her own. 



Then, Xia ruofei looked at Song Wei gratefully and said,”Thank you for your understanding!” 

Song Wei smiled and did not say anything. Instead, she took out a pen and a piece of paper from her bag 

and began to draw a sketch of the tomb according to her memory. 

Xia ruofei did not rush her. He pulled the car to the side of the road and stopped slowly so that the 

bumps on the road would not affect Song Wei. 

While he was waiting quietly, Xia Qing’s voice suddenly sounded in Xia ruofei’s mind. Xia Qing was 

actively communicating with him through spiritual will. 

“Master, before exploring the ancient tomb, I suggest you try to break the seal in the spirit map world.” 

Xia Qing said. 

Ever since they set foot on the journey to the ancient tomb, Xia ruofei had asked Xia Qing to pay 

attention to the situation outside through divine sense. This time, Xia Qing took the initiative to contact 

Xia ruofei and gave him her own suggestion, so Xia ruofei naturally attached great importance to it. 

“The seal of the spirit map world?” Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment, then he remembered the 

human – shaped jade talisman that had benefited him greatly. 

In the mountain and sea realm of the spirit map space, there were still three things sealed. Two of the 

Jade tokens were probably the earth and heaven Jade talismans. Xia ruofei didn’t know what was in the 

jade box, but it was sealed in the strongest transparent boundary. This meant that it was more valuable 

than the Tri – elements jade talisman, which stored a large number of precious books and the “great 

Dao technique.” 

Xia Qing wanted Xia ruofei to try to break the seal on the earth jade talisman. 

Ever since he had started cultivating the great Dao formula, Xia ruofei would persist in cultivating at 

midnight and dawn every day unless there were special circumstances. Under Xia Qing’s planning, he 

would also enter the spirit map space from time to time to absorb the spiritual Qi. The spiritual Qi here 

was too dense, and the cultivation speed was at least several times faster than the outside world. 

Through this period of hard work, Xia ruofei’s cultivation had also broken through to Qi disciple Level 5. 

However, the most important thing to break the seal was still his mental strength. The strength of his 

mental strength was related to his compatibility with the entire spirit map space, and naturally, it was 

also related to the scale of the invisible spatial power he could use. 

Of course, Xia ruofei seemed to be more talented in terms of spiritual power. Now, his spiritual power 

had successfully broken through from the spirit throbbing stage to the spirit evolution stage. He was 

now in the middle stage of the spirit evolution, which was equivalent to a cultivator at Level 7 of the Qi 

refining stage. 

It had been a while since Xia ruofei tried to break the seal, so there was no harm in trying. 

However, Xia ruofei still had some questions. He used his spiritual sense to communicate with Xia 

Qing,””Xia Qing, do you want me to take out the earth jade talisman?” 

“Yes, master!” Xia Qing said. 



“But ... I remember you saying that the earth and heaven Jade talismans only have the cultivation 

techniques for the last six levels of the great Dao Arts.” Xia ruofei said,”with my current cultivation, I 

can’t use the last six levels of the technique at all!” 

As a Supreme cultivation technique, the first three levels of the “great Dao Arts” were enough for Qi 

cultivation stage cultivators to use. The last six levels could only be cultivated by high – Level cultivators. 

Xia Qing explained,”master, although the earth jade talisman only records the cultivation methods of 

the fourth, fifth, sixth, and third levels of the” great Dao Arts “, there are also some ancient books that 

can assist in the cultivation of these levels. However, compared to the massive inheritance in the human 

jade talisman, the auxiliary inheritance in the earth jade talisman is only a few, almost negligible.” 

Speaking of this, Xia Qing changed the topic and said,””But it just so happens that among these 

supplementary inheritances, there should be something that master needs for this tomb exploration ...” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but narrow his eyes. As long as his cultivation wasn’t at a level where he could 

understand the secrets of the spirit map space, Xia Qing would definitely keep her mouth shut. 

For example, Xia ruofei was very curious about what was in the jade box in the last Halo protective 

shield. He had asked Xia Qing about it, but Xia Qing kept her mouth shut and refused to reveal any 

information. 

This time, Xia Qing took the initiative to remind him, so Xia ruofei naturally took it seriously. 

“Alright,” he said to Xia Qing with his divine sense,”I’ll find an opportunity to enter the spirit map world 

as soon as possible. I hope I can successfully open the seal!” 

“Master’s spiritual power cultivation has already reached the middle stage of spirit Yan,” Xia Qing said 

with a smile.”There’s still a great chance of opening the seal.” 

After Xia ruofei ended the spiritual communication with Xia Qing, he looked at Song Wei who was 

drawing a sketch seriously and said,””Song Wei, how about this? Let’s first find a place to settle down in 

Hualin County. Tonight or tomorrow, we can find time to check out the scene and then discuss the next 

step of the plan, is that okay?” 
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“Sure!” Song Wei said after some thought. I saw that you brought two tents and thought that you were 

going to camp in the wild!” 

“That’s just in case we need it!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I didn’t know that this ancient tomb was so 

close to the county. Of course, I had to prepare everything.” 

“Then let’s go find a hotel first!” Song Wei said with a smile. I’ll slowly draw the rest of the draft when I 

get to the hotel. I’ll try to make it as complete as possible!” 



“Alright!” Xia ruofei said,”I’m counting on you!” 

Xia ruofei drove to Hualin County. He found a place to stop and searched for local hotels on his phone. 

The economy of this small county in Hunan Province was not very developed. Naturally, there were no 

five – Star luxury hotels in this County. 

In fact, the best hotel here was only a three – Star hotel. Xia ruofei opened one of the hotels called 

Grand Hotel and found that there was a Presidential Suite on the list. The room price was only 800 to 

900 Yuan. He could not help but feel shocked. 

Xia ruofei clicked on it to read the details and laughed. It turned out that this “Presidential Suite” was 

equivalent to a family room. It had a living room and two bedrooms, which could accommodate up to 

four people. 

His heart skipped a beat. This room was quite suitable. 

As this was the location of the ancient tomb of the Ming Dynasty, Xia ruofei naturally wanted to leave as 

little traces of his presence as possible. It would be best to use the fake identity card that he had 

prepared before moving in. 

Each ID card could only get one room. The room had its own bedroom, which was enough for him and 

Song Wei to stay in at the same time. 

“This is the place!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Then, he booked the room on the internet and opened the navigation system. He entered the name of 

Tianhao hotel and began to plan the route. 

Song Wei was also curious and came over to take a look. Xia ruofei smiled and explained the 

“Presidential Suite” to her. Song Wei could not help but giggle. 

At the same time, she also had a faint anticipation in her heart. Although there were two separate 

bedrooms, did this count as the two of them staying in the same room in the hotel? 

Song Wei’s face heated up at the sudden thought. 

Xia ruofei didn’t notice Song Wei’s awkwardness. After planning the route, he started the car and drove 

towards the Tianhao hotel. 

“Song Wei, wait for me in the car, I’ll check in!” Xia ruofei said to Song Wei after they arrived at the 

Tianhao hotel. 

The hotel’s system was connected to the Public Security Bureau’s network. Xia ruofei’s fake ID had cost 

a lot of money, so there was no problem in passing the verification. However, if the two of them went to 

the front desk to check in, the hotel must register their ID information. Otherwise, it would be 

troublesome if they were found out. 

If only one person went to register, they would naturally turn a blind eye. As for how many people 

would go to stay in the end, the hotel couldn’t care less. 

That was what many of the couples who went to the hotel did. 



“Alright,” Song Wei nodded. 

Xia ruofei opened the door and got out of the car. He smiled at Song Wei and said, “I’ll send you a 

WeChat message after I’m done. You can go to your room directly! Don’t move our things, just leave 

them in the car!” 

Song Wei felt a tinge of excitement in her heart. She smiled and said,””I know, you should go!” 

Xia ruofei waved at Song Wei and walked into the Tianhao hotel. 

At the front desk, his fake ID card was not exposed. After showing the online room booking information, 

he used this ID card to check in and got the room card. 

Xia ruofei walked straight to the elevator and sent a WeChat message to Song Wei.””Fourth floor, room 

8418. I’ll go up first!” 

Song Wei could not help but smile when she received Xia ruofei’s message. She took her bag and took 

out the car keys from the driver’s seat. She got out of the car, locked the car and walked into the hotel. 

She took the elevator to the fourth floor and found room 8418 very quickly. The door was left ajar. 

Song Wei knocked on the door lightly and heard Xia ruofei’s voice from inside.””Come in!” 

Stepping on the soft carpet, Song Wei walked into the ‘Presidential Suite’. As soon as she entered, she 

found herself in a small living room. There were two doors on both sides of the living room, leading to 

two bedrooms. 

Xia ruofei was holding an electric kettle to get some water. He turned to look at Song Wei and said with 

a smile,”Of the two bedrooms, one is a big bed, and the other is a double bed. Ladies First, you can stay 

in the master bedroom with the big bed!” 

Song Wei did not stand on ceremony with Xia ruofei. She turned around and closed the door. She smiled 

and said,”Alright! Then I’ll go and draw the sketch first!” 

“Alright! You’ve worked hard!” Xia ruofei took the water and went to the entrance. He placed the 

electric kettle on the seat and started to boil the water. 

Xia ruofei looked at Song Wei, who was drawing a sketch on the coffee table in the living room. He 

smiled and said,”Pour the water yourself after it’s done boiling! I’ll go back to my room and take a 

shower!” 

“En!” Song Wei said without raising her head. 

Xia ruofei smiled, walked into his bedroom, and locked the door. 

After entering the bedroom, Xia ruofei immediately released his spiritual force and scanned the entire 

room to make sure that there were no hidden cameras installed. The security of a small hotel like this 

was not very good. Who knew if someone had secretly installed a pinhole camera or something? 

Fortunately, everything was normal in the room. Xia ruofei heaved a sigh of relief. 



He walked over to check if the window was locked. Then, he drew the two curtains. He took a deep 

breath and summoned gupu’s spirit painting scroll from his palm. 

Under such circumstances, Xia ruofei would never take out the spirit map scroll, let alone enter the spirit 

map space. 

But since Xia Qing had specifically made this suggestion, he had to go in no matter what. 

Xia ruofei placed the painting on the bed and went to the bathroom to turn on the shower head. Then, 

he returned to the bed and disappeared into thin air with a thought. Only an ancient painting was left on 

the bed. 

If Song Wei were to see this, she would probably be so scared that her face would turn pale. 

In order to prevent any accidents from happening, Xia ruofei even specially asked Xia Qing to pay 

attention to the outside world through divine sense. As breaking the seal required full attention, he 

couldn’t split his divine sense to be on guard. 

He requested Xia Qing to inform him at once if there was any movement in the outside world, regardless 

of whether he was at a critical moment in breaking the seal or not. 

No matter what, safety was the most important. The spirit painting was Xia ruofei’s top secret. 

After giving Xia Qing some instructions, Xia ruofei disappeared in a flash and reappeared in the cave in 

the mountain sea realm. He didn’t have much time to look at him, as time passed at the same rate in the 

mountain sea realm as the outside world. A man wouldn’t take too long to take a bath. 

Xia ruofei’s eyes fell on the three green light shields on the stone platform. 

Two Jade tablets and a small Jade box were lying there quietly, waiting for their owners to come and get 

them when their cultivation was strong enough. 

Xia ruofei walked straight to the seal where the earth character was. He took a deep breath and closed 

his eyes, adjusting himself to his best state. 

After a long while, Xia ruofei suddenly opened his eyes. Two rays of determination shot out from his 

eyes. He gently pressed his palm on the protective Halo. At the same time, his spiritual power was 

circulating madly. He continuously mobilized the invisible spatial force and gathered it in his palm. 

As soon as Xia ruofei’s palm touched the seal, he felt a strong repulsive force. 

He snorted and stood there without moving an inch, quickly stabilizing his position. 

After a while, Xia ruofei’s hand slowly but firmly pressed in. 

Under the effect of the invisible spatial force, the light on the seal of the earth character jade talisman 

became even brighter, and the entire transparent protective cover seemed to be trembling ... 
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As the light flickered, Xia ruofei’s forehead started to sweat. 

The invisible spatial force was acting on the light screen through his palm. Under the pressure from the 

inside and outside, he felt that his palm bone seemed to be creaking, as if it would crack at any time. 

This light barrier was extremely tough. Xia ruofei’s palm had almost completely sunk into it, but it did 

not break. 

The more he pushed forward, the stronger the reaction force. Even though Xia ruofei was using all his 

spiritual power, he still felt that the force was not in his heart. 

However, Xia ruofei was a tough person and would never give up easily. 

Moreover, he had a faint feeling that this earth character jade talisman was very important for his 

exploration of the ancient tomb. If this attempt failed, he was afraid that he would not be able to break 

it again in a short time. First of all, he would feel a sense of fear in his heart. In addition, he did not have 

enough time. 

Hence, even though his body was trembling, Xia ruofei still pushed his palm forward slowly but firmly. 

He didn’t care if the powerful pressure would hurt him, and continued to mobilize the invisible Space 

Force. 

The light barrier trembled more and more violently. Xia ruofei’s expression became more and more 

ferocious. He was already an arrow at the end of its flight. Although his will was extremely strong, the 

human body had a reaction to stress. If the pain reached a certain level, coupled with the overexertion 

of his spiritual power, Xia ruofei would probably faint. 

He could already feel the darkness in front of him, and his field of vision seemed to have started to 

narrow. Even the Halo barrier was becoming a little blurry in his eyes. 

Xia ruofei gritted his teeth and shouted with all his strength. He pressed the chest with all his might. 

With a soft “Chi” sound, the entire light barrier finally couldn’t withstand the pressure and shattered, 

turning into spots of light and quickly disappearing from the stone room. 

Xia ruofei suddenly felt his body relax and all the pressure disappeared. 

He staggered for a few minutes, and he even felt exhausted. His whole body was soaked in sweat as if 

he had just been fished out of the water. 

As he had overexerted his mental strength, Xia ruofei felt a piercing pain on both sides of his forehead. It 

was as if thousands of needles had been inserted at the same time. 

He waved his hand, and a small bottle of spirit Heart Flower petal solution that he had prepared in 

advance slowly floated in front of him. 

Xia ruofei picked up the bottle and opened it with his weak hands. He gulped down the entire bottle of 

petal solution. 



Then, without another word, he sat cross – legged on the futon and began to recover. 

The effect of the solution was very fast. As soon as he drank it, Xia ruofei felt the pain in his palm and 

head begin to ease. His strength was also gradually recovering. 

Due to time constraints, Xia ruofei did not wait for her body to recover to its best condition. She stood 

up and walked quickly to the stone platform. She reached out and picked up the ancient jade talisman. 

In order to save time, Xia ruofei did not look at it in detail. He held the Jade talisman in his hand and 

with a thought, he returned to the Archean realm where time was accelerated by 30 times. 

Xia Qing was waiting quietly in the Archean realm. A large part of her attention was focused on the 

outside world through her divine sense. 

When he saw Xia ruofei appear at the Archean realm with a jade talisman, he immediately 

said,””Congratulations, master! I’ve successfully obtained the earth character jade talisman!” 

Xia ruofei still looked tired. He smiled and said,””I’m quite lucky. I almost failed, but fortunately, I still 

held on!” 

“Xia Qing,” Xia ruofei continued,”can you tell me what use this earth character jade talisman has for my 

trip to the ancient tomb?” 

“Master, you’ll naturally understand after you undo this jade talisman!” Xia Qing said with a smile. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but roll his eyes. He picked up the earth jade talisman and examined it carefully. 

The shape and size of this jade talisman were exactly the same as the human jade talisman, but the seal 

script on it had changed into the Word “earth”. In addition, it was also the same as the human jade 

talisman, with mysterious patterns engraved on it. 

These lines were obviously much more complicated than the human talisman. Xia ruofei found it very 

difficult to simulate it in his mind. His spiritual power had improved by a lot, and he could easily 

complete the unlocking of the human talisman with a thought. It was clear how difficult it was to unlock 

the earth talisman. 

However, the most difficult task of breaking the barrier had been completed, so the unlocking process 

was naturally imperative. It was nothing more than practice. 

Xia ruofei calculated the time. He should be able to stay in the Archean realm for another four to five 

hours. The flow of time here was 30 times slower than the outside world. Five hours was about ten 

minutes. Including the time he spent breaking the barrier in the cave in the mountain sea realm, he 

would only be able to enter the spirit map space for about twenty minutes at most. This was basically 

the normal time for a bath. 

Hence, Xia ruofei did not waste any more time. He sat down cross – legged on the ground and started to 

study the unlocking runes of the earth character jade talisman seriously. As he analyzed, he even 

stretched out his fingers and drew in the air. 

Time passed by slowly. Xia Qing quietly stood guard behind Xia ruofei, paying attention to the situation 

outside at all times. Xia ruofei, on the other hand, devoted himself to the study of the unlocking runes. 



Gradually, Xia ruofei started to use his spiritual power to draw runes. 

As Xia ruofei’s fingers moved, mysterious lines appeared in front of him, shining with a faint golden light. 
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However, the lines did not seem to be very harmonious. There seemed to be some details that were not 

perfect. Sometimes, Xia ruofei would only draw one or two strokes before dispersing them. Then, he 

would try again with a heart as deep as an ancient well. 

By the second hour, Xia ruofei’s pattern was getting more and more complicated. Although it was still 

not systematic, the intertwining and complicated golden patterns showed that he was making rapid 

progress. 

On the third hour, Xia ruofei had drawn a complete rune for the first time. However, he was not 

satisfied. He wiped it away after one look and continued to draw the next one. 

On the fourth hour, Xia ruofei’s drawing speed became faster and faster, and he succeeded more and 

more. Of course, the runes he drew were not nearly perfect. At least, Xia ruofei was not satisfied with 

them. 

By the fifth hour, the runes that Xia ruofei had drawn seemed to have a spirit to them. As his proficiency 

increased, the process of drawing became easier. With a slight tremble of his fingertips, a few 

mysterious lines would appear in front of him. 

With the experience of unlocking the human jade talisman, Xia ruofei was able to learn the unlocking 

runes of the earth jade talisman very quickly. 

Very quickly, the fifth hour had passed. Xia ruofei had a feeling. He kept the earth jade talisman and 

stood up. 

“Master!” Xia Qing looked over. 

Xia ruofei smiled bitterly.”It seems like it’ll be difficult to unlock it in a short period of time. I’ll have to go 

out now.” 

In fact, Xia ruofei could have easily drawn this complicated rune, but he still felt that it was not as 

perfect as when he unlocked the human – shaped jade talisman. 

He knew that this was because he had not practiced enough, and his proficiency still needed to be 

improved. 

When the human – shaped jade talisman was unlocked, a huge amount of information had almost 

stuffed Xia ruofei’s brain to the point of bursting. This was under the condition that he had made ample 

preparations. If he had lowered the quality of the unlocking talisman and his spiritual power control had 

not met the inheritance’s requirements, he would have ended up in a very miserable state. 



Therefore, even though Xia ruofei was very anxious, he did not dare to take any chances. He had to 

make the unlocking rune that he had carved infinitely close to perfection before he could accept the 

inheritance information in the earth jade talisman. 

“Master’s speed is already beyond imagination,” said Xia Qing with a smile.”I believe that you’ll be able 

to successfully obtain the inheritance of the earth character jade talisman very soon.” 

Xia ruofei nodded.”Looks like I’ll have to find another time to come in. This earth jade talisman has to be 

unlocked!” 

He had already made up his mind. He would tell Song Wei that he was tired from the journey and would 

not go out to check out the place. He would rest in the hotel and wait until tomorrow. 

An entire night should be enough for Xia ruofei to stay in the Archean realm for more than ten days. 

Xia ruofei returned to the outside world and quickly kept the painting in his palm. 

Then, he took off his clothes and went to the bathroom to take a shower as fast as he could. After 

changing into a clean set of clothes, he opened the door and walked out. 

Song Wei was watching TV on the sofa. When she saw Xia ruofei, she smiled and said,”Ruofei, I’ve 

drawn all the parts I can remember. Take a look!” 

“You’ve worked hard, you’ve worked hard!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

He walked over and picked up the draft on the coffee table. At this time, Song Wei looked at Xia ruofei 

and asked,””Why do you look so pale? Do you feel uncomfortable?” 

In fact, Xia ruofei had consumed too much energy when he broke the barrier. He had started to draw 

the unlocking runes before he had fully recovered. It had consumed a lot of spiritual energy, so he 

looked a little dispirited. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I’m fine. Maybe I didn’t rest well.” Plus, I’ve been driving for an hour or two, 

so I’m a little tired. ” 

“Then hurry back to your room and rest!” Song Wei said,”have a good sleep in the afternoon. Let’s not 

go out at night. We’ll discuss how to enter the tomb together. We’ll talk about other things tomorrow!” 

Xia ruofei had been waiting for Song Wei to say this! 

He thought for a while and said,”that’s fine. Since we’re already here, a day or two won’t matter!” 

“Mm! You should go and sleep!” Song Wei said,”your face is frighteningly pale now ...” 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei said,”I’ll take this sketch in and have a look ...” 

Before Xia ruofei could finish his sentence, Song Wei snatched the sketch away and folded it carefully 

before putting it into her pocket. 

She reproached,”I told you to rest and adjust your condition first!” Your task in the afternoon is to have 

a good sleep and recover your energy!” 



“Alright! You don’t have to watch TV anymore, let’s go back to our room and sleep for a while!” Xia 

ruofei said. 

After that, Xia ruofei returned to his bedroom. 

After quickly locking the door, Xia ruofei summoned the spirit painting again and returned to the 

medium. 

Now that he had more time, he didn’t immediately continue to practice the complicated rune. Instead, 

he sat down on the recliner by the spirit pool, waved his hand, and took a bottle of spirit Heart Flower 

petal solution, and gulped it down. 

Then, Xia ruofei turned to Xia Qing and said,””I’ll sleep for an hour. If I don’t wake up, wake me up. In 

addition, pay attention to the situation outside at all times. Wake me up immediately if there’s any sign 

of trouble!” 

“Yes, master!” Xia Qing said. 

Xia ruofei closed his eyes. His entire body was bathed in the fog – like spiritual Qi. He felt as if he was 

floating in the air. In addition, his mental energy was almost exhausted and he was indeed very tired. 

Hence, he quickly fell into a deep sleep. 

An hour later, Xia Qing woke Xia ruofei up on time. 

Xia ruofei stretched lazily and took a deep breath while facing the clear spiritual pond. He felt relaxed 

and happy. 

After an hour of rest, he had been fully revived and was in a very good state. 

Xia ruofei took a small basin of spiritual pond water and washed his face. Then, he took advantage of the 

fact that he was in a good state and immediately started to study the unlocking of the runes. 

As time went by, Xia ruofei’s speed of drawing the runes became faster and faster. His success rate also 

increased and the quality of the runes also increased rapidly. 

After an unknown period of time, Xia ruofei’s fingertips trembled in the air. Mysterious runes gushed 

out and formed an extremely complicated pattern in the air. The pattern was shimmering with a faint 

golden light. 

After Xia ruofei took a glance, his face revealed a trace of joy. 

“This one is almost done ...” He muttered to himself. 

Xia ruofei casually wiped the rune away and immediately drew it again. 

The third time, the fourth time...Xia ruofei drew it again and again, and erased it. 

He found that his current rune drawing state was basically stable. The runes produced each time were 

basically above the standard, and he was quite satisfied with it. 

Xia ruofei was not in a hurry to unlock the earth jade talisman. 



He knew that once the Jade talisman was removed, the inheritance would begin immediately, so he had 

to adjust his state, especially his mental power, to its strongest state, so that he could resist the impact 

of the transmission process. 

Therefore, he drank another bottle of the spirit Heart Flower petal solution. Today, he wasn’t stingy at 

all. He had used several bottles of the precious spirit Heart Flower petal solution. 

Xia ruofei rested by the spiritual pond for a while. After adjusting himself to his best condition, he finally 

took out the earth jade talisman. 

Xia Qing, who was at the side, also revealed a trace of nervousness. 

Xia ruofei calmly drew a complete unlocking rune. It was still close to perfect quality. 

With a slight thought, the unlocking rune immediately floated toward the earth jade talisman and 

embedded itself into the lines on the Jade talisman. 

These patterns immediately emitted a faint golden light. The light was like flowing water, flowing along 

the patterns on the Jade talisman. Soon, the entire talisman was lit up. 

There was a dazzling light. The next moment, Xia ruofei felt a familiar impact. A huge amount of 

information rushed into his mind like a tide ... 
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Even though he was prepared and had adjusted himself to his best state, Xia ruofei still couldn’t help but 

groan when the massive amount of information poured into his mind. The veins on his forehead bulged 

out and he looked like he was in great pain. 

He guarded his heart and kept his mind clear, his body trembling slightly. 

Fortunately, he had the experience of receiving the inheritance from the Jade talisman once. Xia ruofei 

did not panic and persevered with his strong will. 

The process of passing down the inheritance might have been very fast, but Xia ruofei felt as if a 

hundred years had passed. He was drenched in sweat again. 

After the legacy was over, Xia ruofei heaved a long sigh of relief. His entire body was at ease. 

Xia Qing’s eyes narrowed. She came in front of Xia ruofei, bowed slightly and said,””Congratulations, 

master. You have successfully obtained the inheritance of the earth character jade talisman.” 

Xia ruofei smiled bitterly and said weakly,””This process is really too painful. When I think about how I 

have to go through it again in the future, I feel like dying ...” 



“This is an unparalleled opportunity for cultivators,” Xia Qing said with a smile.”If cultivators from the 

outside world can get such an opportunity, even if it’s a hundred times more painful, they’ll still be 

happy!” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand weakly and said, “I’ll take a rest first and check out my gains this time ...” 

“Yes!” Xia Qing said with a bow, and then quietly retreated to the side. 

Xia ruofei sat down on the recliner by the spirit pond and crossed his legs. He started to sort out the 

things he had gained from the inheritance. 

The main content was naturally the cultivation techniques from Level 4 to Level 6 of the great Dao Arts. 

In fact, he only needed to practice the first level of the “great Dao Arts” during the Qi cultivation stage. 

This set of cultivation techniques pointed directly to the Dao of heaven and earth, allowing him to 

practice to a very high realm. 

Hence, the content was not of much use to Xia ruofei now. He skimmed through it and felt that it was 

too profound and obscure. He knew that he had not reached the required realm and would not be able 

to understand it even if he read it, so he gave up. 

Other than these three levels of cultivation techniques, the earth jade talisman did not pass on many 

miscellaneous books and records like the human jade talisman. Of course, it was not as if he had gained 

nothing. 

Xia ruofei inspected the Jade talisman and realized that other than the cultivation techniques from Level 

4 to Level 6 of the great Dao technique, the earth character jade talisman also “gifted” six books. 

The contents of the inheritance were directly projected into Xia ruofei’s mind. With a thought, he 

naturally knew the contents of these six books. 

Without exception, all of them were related to array Dao. 

Could it be that the cultivation of the last three levels of the cultivation method required the knowledge 

of array Dao? Xia ruofei thought to himself. 

However, this was a matter for the future. Xia ruofei did not think too much about it. He was thinking 

that Xia Qing had suggested him to work hard to break the protective barrier of the earth jade talisman. 

He must have known the contents of the earth jade talisman long ago. 

Therefore, at this stage, the only thing that was useful to Xia ruofei was this knowledge of arrays. 

Xia ruofei didn’t think too much about it. After all, it didn’t hurt to have more skills. He didn’t hesitate 

and started to “read” the books in his mind. 

Because of the characteristics of the inheritance, these books were already reflected in his mind, so Xia 

ruofei read them very quickly. 

Lines of mysterious words appeared in his mind. He should have felt that they were rather obscure, but 

Xia ruofei did not have any difficulty in understanding them. It was as if he had been born with this 

knowledge and had already mastered it. 



Reading through everything once was just to make this knowledge more integrated and truly become 

his own knowledge. 

After studying the array knowledge, Xia ruofei couldn’t help but sigh.”The path of cultivation was truly 

profound. Just this knowledge of arrays was enough to make Xia ruofei feel as if a door was slowly 

opening. 

In the past, according to the education that Xia ruofei had received since he was young, these magical 

things were no doubt pseudoscience. However, now, it was clear that his entire knowledge system had 

been subverted. 

The Dao of formations was as vast as the ocean. 

The array books in the earth jade talisman were all top – notch. Xia ruofei had received so many high – 

end books at once. His array skills had undoubtedly improved from beginner to expert. 

The array Dao covered a wide range of content. According to its different functions, it could be divided 

into trapping array, killing array, illusion array, concealment array, sound – isolating array, and so on. Of 

course, the spirit gathering array and protective jade talisman that Xia ruofei had come into contact with 

before were also a type of array. 

Even the primordial realm of the spirit map realm, where time flowed 30 times slower than the outside 

world, was also the effect of the array. However, this level of array was something that Xia ruofei could 

not reach at his current stage. 

In essence, every array was formed by countless array patterns. These array patterns were like the 

molecules and atoms that made up matter. They were the basic components of an array. It was the 

arrangement of various array patterns that made the functions of the array completely different. 

After Xia ruofei had completely digested this knowledge, he couldn’t help but feel a sense of awe. This 

was actually a huge system, and its scale was no less than the scientific system of human society. 

Xia ruofei did not doubt that the array techniques he had mastered could be put to good use. 

He opened his eyes, stood up, and walked to the side of the spirit pool. After stretching his body, he 

turned around and looked at Xia Qing. 
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Xia ruofei asked,”Xia Qing, you suggested that I take out the” earth “jade talisman because of the 

knowledge of arrays stored in it, right?” 

“Yes, master!” Xia Qing nodded. I believe that the tomb that master is about to head to isn’t as simple as 

an ordinary ancient tomb. Otherwise, it would be impossible for the world stone to appear. 

Furthermore, there’s also that cold material. It’s even more impossible for it to appear in an ordinary 



ancient tomb. In that kind of place, there’s a high chance that you’ll be able to use your knowledge of 

array Dao, so ...” 

“I understand!” Xia ruofei smiled.”Let’s hope we don’t have to!” I just want to smoothly retrieve the 

world stone ...” 

“As long as master has a thorough understanding of the array Dao in the Jade talisman, ordinary arrays 

will not be able to threaten master’s safety.” Xia Qing said. 

Xia ruofei nodded. He extended his finger and used his spiritual energy to draw a few lines in the air. In 

one go, he drew a small rune. 

When Xia ruofei drew the last stroke, a magical phenomenon occurred. The spiritual Qi around the rune, 

which was already in the form of fog, seemed to be moved by an invisible hand and gushed towards the 

rune. 

In an instant, the fog rose and the fog waves rolled. The spiritual Qi around Xia ruofei increased in 

concentration. The spiritual Qi in the center of the rune was so dense that it had been compressed into 

a liquid state. 

Xia Qing’s eyes narrowed, and she said with a smile,””A telepathic array, and it’s a small spirit gathering 

array that’s difficult to master. Master must have already mastered the knowledge of arrays.” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand to break the small spirit gathering formation. He smiled and said,””As long as 

one can withstand the process of inheritance, anyone can easily master it.” 

“But it’s not easy to be so skilled.” Xia Qing said,”this has a lot to do with master’s constant practice of 

unlocking runes.” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”Xia Qing, I’m going out.” I’ll go to the scene tomorrow to check it out. I 

should be able to enter the tomb by tomorrow night at the earliest. By then, you have to keep an eye on 

the situation outside and remind me at all times!” 

“Yes, master!” Xia Qing said. 

With a thought, Xia ruofei left the spirit map space in a flash and returned to his bedroom in the outside 

world. 

Only a few minutes had passed in the outside world. Hence, Xia ruofei decided to “turn the act into 

reality”. He lay on the bed and slept for a while. He only woke up in the evening. After a simple wash up, 

he walked out of the bedroom. 

Xia ruofei was watching TV in the living room when he heard the door open. Song Wei walked out. 

“Did I wake you up?” Xia ruofei asked apologetically. 

“I was going to get up anyway, how was your rest?” Song Wei smiled. 

“Full health resurrection!” Xia ruofei laughed.”I feel like I’m in great condition!” 

“That’s good!”Song Wei smiled. However, he decided to stay in the hotel tonight! If there’s anything, we 

can talk tomorrow!” 



“En!” Xia ruofei nodded in agreement. 

The two of them chatted for a while and went downstairs for dinner. They weren’t interested in looking 

for food on the streets, so they ordered a few dishes at the hotel restaurant and returned to their room 

after eating. 

The two of them sat on the sofa in the living room. In front of them was the sketch that Song Wei had 

drawn during the day. 

The drawing was divided into two parts, with Song Wei separating them with a line. 

Song Wei pointed at the drawing and explained,”it’s a drawing of the inside of the tomb. Of course, it’s 

not complete. It only shows the place we’ve been to.” 

Xia ruofei nodded and looked at the blueprint. 

Although the structure of the tomb was simple, Song Wei had put in a lot of effort. The passages and 

chambers starting from the entrance were drawn very clearly, and there were even signs of beautiful 

handwriting on it. 

Song Wei said,”we speculate that the tomb is very large. However, the inspection time was too short. 

Everyone retreated immediately after they felt uncomfortable. Therefore, the main chamber marked 

now may not be the main chamber of the tomb. There are still too many unknown areas that have not 

been explored.” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”this means that this place might be an underground Palace ...” 

“It’s very possible!” Song Wei said sternly,”so it’s not too late for you to give up on this idea now. There 

might be many unknown dangers ...” 

“Are you scared?” Xia ruofei asked, smiling. 

Song Wei was stunned for a moment before she replied, “You’ll protect me, won’t you?” 

“You trust me that much?” Xia ruofei laughed.”What if I can’t even protect myself?” 

“Then I’ll admit it! In any case, I picked up my life!” Song Wei said,”it was a pity that I couldn’t continue 

to explore this ancient tomb at that time. The officials will definitely not take the risk again. Since you 

want to go in, I will definitely follow you!” 

Xia ruofei stopped laughing and said seriously,””Song Wei, don’t worry. No matter what kind of danger 

we encounter, I will do my best to ensure your safety!” 

“En!” Song Wei smiled. I believe you!” 

The structure of the chamber was not complicated. Xia ruofei quickly memorized it and looked at the 

map below. 

“This is the topographic map of the tomb. Of course, I drew it from my memory. I don’t know if it’s 

different from the real situation ...” Song Wei said. 



This picture was the main point, as it was related to whether they could enter the tomb without anyone 

knowing. 

Xia ruofei looked at the drawing seriously. 

From the point of view of a Special Forces member, Song Wei’s drawing was no doubt unqualified. It 

was not drawn according to standard contours, but more like a sketch. 

However, Song Wei was not a professional scout. It was already good enough that she could draw it this 

way. It was good enough that she could understand it. 

In fact, Song Wei’s drawing was quite vivid. She probably had some drawing skills. 

Song Wei pointed at the map and said,”the opening of the tomb was at this position. The base of our 

team was set up on a piece of flat land East of the entrance. There are two roads from the foot of the 

mountain to the top. One is barely enough for cars to walk on, but the road is very narrow and can’t be 

used to cross vehicles. The other road is on the side of King Yu’s temple. There is a small road leading to 

this side, but not many people are walking on it. The road is overgrown with weeds.” 

She took a sip of water and continued,”after the incident, the gap was filled up immediately. The area 

was also thoroughly disinfected. However, the Armed Police Force responsible for security work stayed 

behind to guard it to prevent anyone from breaking in. As for the current situation, I’m not too sure.” 

“We’ll find out when we check out the place tomorrow,”Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

“Mm! We’ll pretend to be mountain – climbing tourists!” Song Wei said with a smile. She felt a little 

excited. 

She continued,”this area is the area of the underground tomb that we have explored. The dotted line is 

the area of the entire tomb that I have deduced. If we want to enter the tomb, we can’t enter from the 

original entrance. There must be someone guarding it, so we need to find another way. I hope this map 

will be helpful to you!” 

“It’s very useful!” Xia ruofei said,”Song Wei, thank you!” 

Song Wei blushed and said,”Why are you suddenly so polite?” 

Xia ruofei laughed.”You’ve helped me so much. What’s the big deal with me saying thank you?” 

“I still don’t know if it’ll work!” Song Wei said,”besides, you’ve saved my life. Should I keep thanking 

you?” 

Xia ruofei suddenly felt that he couldn’t handle it and quickly said,””Alright, alright, alright, then let’s not 

stand on ceremony!” 

The two of them chatted for a while about the details of their trip the next day. After that, they both felt 

that it was a little awkward for a man and a woman to be alone in the same room, so they tacitly 

returned to their rooms to rest. 

It was a quiet night. 

The next day, after breakfast, Xia ruofei brought Song Wei along and drove straight to Mount Yu. 



As a famous local attraction, people often went to climb mountains. Occasionally, there would be 

tourists from other places, so Xia ruofei and Song Wei, who were dressed in outdoor clothes, did not 

stand out. 

When he reached the location of King Yu’s temple, Xia ruofei’s eyes revealed a hint of joy. He felt that 

the sensory Jade Leaf that was specially used to find the world stone seemed to have a little reaction ... 
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With the Jade Leaf sensing something, he could confirm that there was indeed a world stone here. 

Xia ruofei’s original guess was now supported by strong evidence. He couldn’t help but reveal a trace of 

joy. 

Song Wei felt it too. She smiled and asked,””Did you find anything?” 

“Not yet,” Xia ruofei said,”but I have a feeling that we will definitely gain something from this trip!” 

“Don’t they say that women have the strongest sixth sense?”Song Wei laughed. I didn’t even sense it, 

but you did?” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”what does this mean?” You’re a tough woman?” 

“You’re looking for a beating!” Song Wei glared at Xia ruofei. 

The two of them chatted and laughed as they walked to King Yu’s temple. They were no different from 

ordinary tourists. 

However, they didn’t enter the temple. Instead, they strolled around, as if they were very interested in 

the nearby scenery. 

King Yu’s temple was only a small local scenic spot. Not many people usually came, so the two of them 

went around to the side of the temple without anyone knowing. 

There was a small path overgrown with weeds that meandered into the mountain. 

“This is the path!” Song Wei said,”we used this road to visit King Yu’s temple from the base camp at the 

entrance of the tomb.” 

“Let’s go!” Xia ruofei said immediately when he saw that no one was around. 

The two of them stepped into the path and walked through the weeds. 

Xia ruofei took out his walking stick and started to clear the path. The path seemed to have been 

abandoned for a long time. The weeds on both sides were very tall and almost covered the road. There 

were also brambles that blocked the way from time to time. 



Fortunately, Xia ruofei was strong. He waved his walking stick and opened a path. The two of them were 

not slow. 

Song Wei was traveling light and Xia ruofei was full of energy. Hence, the two of them were walking 

briskly on the small path. They turned around a Mountain Valley very quickly and the temple of King Yu 

behind them disappeared from their sight. 

While they were moving, Xia ruofei was also paying attention to the Jade Leaf’s condition. 

The Jade Leaf was indeed getting hotter and hotter. When they were in King Yu’s temple, it was only a 

little warm. If Xia ruofei had not been sensitive, he might not have noticed it. Now, the temperature had 

obviously increased. 

This meant that he was getting closer and closer to the world stone. 

The two of them walked for more than half an hour before they arrived at the other side of Yu 

mountain. 

Xia ruofei had already memorized the two maps that Song Wei had drawn. When he reached a place, he 

naturally matched it with the map. 

“Not far ahead is our old archeological base ...” Song Wei said. 

“Mm! Dongting Lake should be at nineo’ clock, and your base camp was at twoo’ clock. The entrance to 

the tomb was at twelveo’ clock. ” Xia ruofei said. 

“How did you know?” Song Wei was stunned. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”if your drawing is accurate enough, then I’m not wrong.” There are a lot of 

references here, and marking the location according to the map and the references is the basic skill of a 

Scout!” 

“Okay ...” Song Wei said, embarrassed,”actually, I don’t really remember ...” 

After all, she had only stayed there for a few days, and she had never been to Mount Yu before. To be 

able to draw that map, her memory was already very good. 

The two of them continued forward. Knowing that there might be guards here, Xia ruofei remained 

vigilant and paid close attention to the surrounding situation. 

This place was overgrown with wild grass. If the two of them were discovered now, it would be difficult 

to explain. 

After all, this place didn’t have much scenery, and even foreign tourists wouldn’t set foot here. 

Xia ruofei was still leading the way, and Song Wei followed him closely. 

Suddenly, Xia ruofei’s eyes narrowed. He subconsciously raised his right hand and gestured for them to 

stop and hide. At the same time, he squatted down. 

However, he had forgotten that Song Wei had never received military sign language training. Naturally, 

she was not as alert as he was. 



Therefore, Song Wei had no idea what Xia ruofei’s movement meant. It was so sudden that she did not 

have time to react. She followed him closely and bumped into Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei had already squatted down and only his right hand was raised. Hence, the peaks on Song 

Wei’s chest collided with Xia ruofei’s hand and immediately, there was an obvious deformation. 

Song Wei was also stunned, and her face turned red instantly. 

Xia ruofei was initially looking ahead with keen eyes. He did not expect to feel a soft and ecstatic touch 

on his arm and palm. He could not help but be stunned. 

Xia ruofei turned around and saw Song Wei blushing. She was about to scream. 

How could Xia ruofei be bothered to reminisce about the wonderful taste? He quickly wrapped his hand 

around Song Wei’s neck and covered her mouth. At the same time, he brought her to squat down. 

“Don’t make a sound. There’s someone ...” Xia ruofei whispered in Song Wei’s ear. 

Song Wei’s ears were already red. Being hugged by Xia ruofei in such a position, the strong masculine 

scent hit her face and she felt weak all over. 

Song Wei looked at Xia ruofei with her watery eyes and nodded. 

Xia ruofei let go of her hand. Song Wei squatted beside Xia ruofei and looked in the direction of his gaze. 

She could vaguely see two people patrolling back and forth about a hundred meters away. That was the 

base camp of the archeologists. Not far ahead was the entrance of the tomb that was opened. 
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Song Wei did not expect Xia ruofei to be able to spot someone from so far away. 

At this moment, Xia ruofei said softly,”I’m ... Sorry!” I didn’t do it on purpose, it was all an accident ...” 

“Don’t say anymore!” Song Wei said in a low voice with a red face. 

Xia ruofei laughed awkwardly and obediently shut his mouth. 

Song Wei was also embarrassed. She looked straight ahead and did not dare to look at Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei was not in the mood for romance. He quickly took out a small notebook and made some 

markings on it. 

Song Wei was a little curious. She suppressed her shyness and turned to look. She saw Xia ruofei 

scribbling some strange symbols on the book without any pattern. 

“What are you drawing?” Song Wei could not help but ask. 



Xia ruofei observed and recorded as he said,””This is the password marking method commonly used in 

our Army. Only we can understand the contents of the records. This way, even if we are captured during 

the process of the mission or the book is lost, it will not be leaked.” 

“Then what are you recording now?” Song Wei nodded and asked. 

“The terrain here, the number of guards, the distribution, the patrol routes ...” Xia ruofei said,”you stay 

here and don’t move. I’ll go over there and take a look ...” 

“Ah?” Song Wei said,”where are you going?!” 

“The investigation is not comprehensive enough. I have to change my position to observe!” Xia ruofei 

said,”don’t worry. It’s safe here. I’ll be back soon!” Just don’t move and don’t make any noise!” 

Song Wei opened her mouth but did not say anything. She watched as Xia ruofei nimbly ran into the 

grass like a civet cat and quickly disappeared. 

In this deserted mountain, and there was a huge tomb under her feet, it was natural for a girl like Song 

Wei to feel scared. 

Moreover, this place was especially quiet. Occasionally, there would be the cawing of a Crow or two, 

which sent a chill into his heart. 

Even though the sun was shining brightly, Song Wei could not help but pull up her collar and squat in the 

grass, not daring to move. 

Fortunately, Xia ruofei did not leave for too long and returned after about ten minutes. 

“Let’s go back!” Xia ruofei said. 

“Have you investigated everything?” Song Wei asked. 

“En!” Xia ruofei nodded.”Have a good night’s sleep at the hotel today. We’ll come over tonight!” 

“Alright,” he said. Song Wei said softly. 

Xia ruofei looked at Song Wei’s pale face and couldn’t help but say,”How about ... You rest in the hotel 

tonight, and I’ll be alone ...” He said. 

“Don’t even think about it!” Song Wei refused. 

“Alright ...” Xia ruofei smiled helplessly. 

The two of them carefully backed away until they were twenty to thirty meters away and could confirm 

that the patrolling guards could no longer see them. Then, they straightened their bodies and went back 

the way they came. 

The two of them returned to the temple of King Yu without a hitch. No one noticed that they had 

sneakily turned to the other side of Yu mountain from a small path. 

Xia ruofei and Song Wei went back to the hotel after they got their car. 



The two of them did not discuss much along the way. After they returned to the room, Song Wei could 

not help but ask,””How’s the situation? Are the guards strict?” 

“It’s better than I thought,”Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Then, Xia ruofei took out the map that Song Wei had drawn and corrected the places that she had 

remembered wrongly. Then, he started to mark on the map with a pen while explaining to Song Wei. 

“First of all, from the way they walk and the arrangement of their inspection routes, they should not be 

professional soldiers. It is certain that the Armed Police Force guarding the tomb should have been 

withdrawn. These people may be security guards hired by the local government.” Xia ruofei said,”there 

are a total of six guards. We can’t rule out the possibility that there are more people in the temporary 

modular building. They are in groups of two and their main patrol area is this area ...” 

Xia ruofei drew a circle on the map and said,””The main point should be the entrance to the tomb that 

has been filled with soil and the area around it.” 

“In other words, if we want to enter the tomb, we have to find another entrance and avoid this area?” 

Song Wei asked. 

“That’s for sure!” Xia ruofei said,”we don’t know how often they patrol at night, but the original 

intersection is too close to the mobile houses they live in. We can’t dig an entrance without them 

noticing.” 

“Do you have any plans?” Song Wei asked. 

Xia ruofei said,”I believe in your judgment. This tomb is very large. At night, we will first confirm the 

Guard’s night patrol pattern. Then, we will try our best to find a place far away from their area of activity 

where we can enter the tomb and dig in directly!” 

Song Wei hesitated and said,”isn’t this a lot of work?” With our bare hands, we ...” 

“I’m the only one!” Xia ruofei said,”with a man like me here, how can I let you do such a rough job like 

digging a hole?” 

“I didn’t expect you to be so chauvinistic!” Song Wei pursed her lips and smiled. I’m an archeologist, and 

in the field of archeology, it’s always the woman who’s used as a man ...” 

“Use men as livestock?” Xia ruofei added. 

“Correct!” Song Wei chuckled.”Besides, I’m a professional at digging graves. Have you heard of a Luo 

Yang shovel?” 

“Of course, I’ve long heard of your name!” Xia ruofei said,”but it’s not easy to buy this. I didn’t prepare it 

this time ...” 

Song Wei took out a long bag from her backpack and said,””Open it and take a look!” 

Xia ruofei opened it and laughed.”I didn’t expect you to have prepared this in advance?” 



It was an exquisite Luo Yang shovel. The head of the shovel was a traditional semi – cylindrical shape, 

and it was exquisitely made. The handle was also made of sections of metal with a screw thread on it. It 

could be disassembled for ease of carrying, and it could be attached when it was used. 

“Not only is this a grave robbing tool, but it’s also an archeological weapon!” Song Wei smiled and 

said,”it’s very convenient to use it to identify soil quality. This is a necessary skill for archeologists!” 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei said,”we can save a lot of time with this!” 

Experienced grave robbers could accurately explore the deep underground tomb with a Luoyang shovel, 

and archaeologists often used Luoyang shovels to distinguish the soil quality. It was naturally more 

efficient to use Luoyang shovels to explore tombs than flat shovels. 

Of course, Xia ruofei did not search aimlessly. He still had the help of the sensing Jade Leaf. At least, he 

would not be too far away from the tomb without knowing. 

Xia ruofei and Song Wei stayed in the hotel for the whole day. Other than going downstairs during 

mealtimes, they stayed in their rooms the rest of the time. They even took a few hours of sleep after 

lunch to ensure that they had enough energy for the night. 

After dinner, the sky gradually darkened. 

Xia ruofei and Song Wei packed their things, carried their heavy mountaineering bags, checked out, and 

left the hotel. 

The two of them drove to the foot of Yu mountain. 

This time, Xia ruofei did not park the car in the parking lot at the foot of the mountain. Instead, he hid it 

in a small forest. Then, the two of them got out of the car and walked up the mountain through a path 

that the local villagers had used to farm. 

Xia ruofei had already surveyed the mountain during the day. There were several surveillance cameras 

along the normal mountain path, so he chose another path. Of course, the general direction was the 

same. This path did not need to go around King Yu’s temple and could directly lead to the small path 

beside the temple. 

At night, Mount Yu was very quiet, with only the sound of insects. 

Under the moonlight, the two of them sped along the road. Xia ruofei would pull Song Wei along from 

time to time. This road was much more difficult than the one they had climbed during the day. 

After trekking for about 40 minutes, the two of them once again arrived at the location they had 

stopped to observe during the day. 

Xia ruofei gently pushed aside the grass and looked over. He realized that the guards at night had not 

loosened up much. 

There was also a small Searchlight installed on the roof of the mobile houses where the security guards 

lived. It turned from time to time, illuminating the surrounding area of dozens of meters as if it were 

daytime. 



There were still three groups of security guards patrolling along the fixed route. 

Xia ruofei quickly noted down the situation and looked up to determine the direction. He whispered to 

Song Wei,””This way!” 

He brought Song Wei and ducked into the bushes. 

There was no road here at all, and the two of them walked for more than two hundred meters, one step 

high and one step low. 

The light from the searchlights could no longer reach them, but they felt that the sky in that direction 

seemed to be particularly bright. 

Xia ruofei felt the heat of the Jade Leaf carefully as he led Song Wei to change their direction and 

continued walking. 

Finally, Xia ruofei stopped when they reached a depression. 

 


